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TEE TIJS.SER SILK IflDUSTRY IN VIE?NAE 

AD ITS ASPECT 

By Mr KATSULIATA F'. (Japan) (*) 

In summer we can see many Tusser silkworms (An 
theraca ny.Utta) and their cocoons on Bang Lang 
trees (Lagerstrocma S'peesa P. ) in Saigon. During 
the period. , from the middle of July to the end. of 
August, we can observe this wild silkorjn in all its 
stages : eggs, infant larvae, grown larvae, cocoo-
ning ones1cocoons with living pupae and adult moths. 

It is said that this Tusser silkworm is of a 
'oivoltine species, therefore , it is considered that 
those cocoons with living pupae and adult moths be-
long to the first generation of the year , and that 
those eggs and infant larvae belong to the second 
generation of the same year . From this fact it is 
believed that the progress of the growth of this 
species varies very much according to the individual 
insect.• 

PEA 7I7?E OF COC3OiE iUfD gOCOOI/FILiELWTE 

First of all 	we tested the features of the 
cocoons and the cocoon filaments of this wild silk-
worm . Materials for examination were gathered from 
the Bang Lang trees in Saigon on the end of July 
1962. At the time of cooking the cocoons, we tried 
operations in several concentrated solutions of the 
sodium carbonate 1  but we found that cooking the co-
coons in water is favorable for reeling operation 
and, in reaiity, we boiled cocoons in water for one 
hour, during the boiling period coil water was prin-
kied on cocoons in order to 

V 

(*) Mr KATSUMATA, a serioulture technician sent to Vietnam under Colom-

bo plan, Cl') THE NATIONAL SERICULTURE STATION, BAC-LOC (Vietnam). 



facilitate the penetration of the water into the co-
coon-cavity. After this operation the cocoons were 
left in the hot water for five hours, then the coo-
king basin was again warmed to about 9000  temperatu-
re and the reeling operation was conducted. The ree-
ling operation was performed by the single cocoon 
reeling method. 

jo) QUALITY 01 C0000N0. 

The weight of a single cocoon is about 8.4 gm 
for the female cocoon and 5.39 gm. for the male co-
coon, the weight of a single cocoon shell is about 
0.63 gm. for the female cocoon and 0.53 gm. for the 
male one , and the percentage ratio of cocoon shell 
to coccmweight is 7.5 % for the female cocoon and 
9.8 % for the male rne. Details are as follows : 

Femele 	 Male 	- - 

Numbers 	
Fercentage 	 Percentage 

Weight of Weight of 	ratio of Weight nf Weight of 	rat! nf 

of 	a single 	single cc- a cocoon a single 	a single 	cocoon 

	

cocoon 	co- n shell 	'hel I to 	cocoon 	cr.coon 	shell to 
cc noons 

a onncon 	 shell 	cocoon 

weight 	 weight 

	

(gm) 	(ym) 	(5;) 	 yrn 	 (gm) 	(%) 

NO 	1 8.27 0.62 7.48 5.5 0.56 10.18 

2 9.15 0.70 7.65 5,7 0.56 9,82 

3 8. 8A 0.69 7,78 5.8 0.57 9,82 

4 7.00 0.50 7.14 5.4 0.50 926 
5 8.90 0.62 6.96 4.55 0.45 9.89 

Average 8.43 0.(3 7.5 5.39 0.53 9.8 

20) QULLITY OF cOcOOTFIrI':;WTS. 

The length and weight of the cocoon filaments 
vary very much according to the individual cocoon 
so that , we cannot average the figure obtained by 
examinations. 

As ro the length of the cocoon-filaments the 
longest one measured 61.5 meters 	the shortest one 
210 meters and the medium one about 400 meters in 
length. 
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Regarding the weight of cocoon-filaments the 
heaviest one weighs 44 cc., the lightest one 18 cg. 
and the medium one about 30 cg. 

The variability in the length and the weight of 
cocoon-filaments is, need-less to say, due to the 
great difference among the unwinding quality of co-
coon-filaments. 

The results of examination show that the size 
of cocoon-filaments aay, ordinarily , be 6.0 to 6.5 
deniers in thicknoss 

Details are a3 follows 

	

NLinher 	
Len9th 	ccon Wet 	cocon Size of r.ocoorl 	Time 

	

cocoons 
	 1an,r1t3 	filaments 	breken 

(cg) 	 denier) 

	

N 1 	 427 	 3330 	 7.76 	 0 

	

2 	 317 	 29,03 	 6.40 	 0 

	

3 	 570 	 56.25 	 5.72 	 0 

	

4 	 418 	 25.53 	 5.54 	 0 

	

5 	 20 	 18.00 	 7.82 	 2 

	

6 	 615 	 44.8 	 6,50 	 0 

	

7 	 3fO 	 30.00 	 7,50 	 2 

	

8 	 469 	 37.50 	 7.19 	 0 

	

9 	 255 	 21,50 	 7.47 	 1 

	

10 	 397 	 27,50 	 6.23 	 0 

30 ) COCOON COLOR 

The most excellent property of this Tusser 
silkworm is the white color of cocoons. 

FUTURE PROSPECT AND PROBLE TO BE' SPE VE'D 

The Indian Tusser silkthroads are a very fa-
mous, excellent and strong one. Since 1958 the In - 
than Tusser silk has been an important export goods 
to the United States of America. 

It is needless to say that the Tusser 	silk 
industry in Vietnam is very hopeful , but, we think 
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that a l--t of this kind, of silkthremds should he ga-
therea in order tc export itt to foreign counGries, 
and that a mass production of the Tusser silk on a 
commercial base will 	to put in rUoi L  effort for 
the country 9  because there is no' facilities for irn-
proving the Tusser silk industry in Vietnam at the 
present time. Therefore, if it is required to devl 
pe this indutry, we muet start an experiment to im-
prove the quality of cocoons and cocoon-filements, 
because as mentioned above, the existing wild 'Tusser 
silkworms in Vietnam are very variable in quality of 
their cocoons. 

According to our observations , the point of 
the cocoon shc1l, which hinders the unwinding of co- 
coon-filaments 	is the upper part of cocoons just 
under the base of the peduncle . This part of Tusser 
cocoons corresponds to the opening point of 7hi1sa-
mia cocoons . Therefore, it is necessary to select 
and breed the Tusser silkworm race 9  which has a fa-
varable feature for unwinding the cocoon-filaments. 

That is more , oudoor experiments in rearing 
silkworms and experiments in reeling cocoons are Cs- 	- 
sential for developing the Tusser silk industry in 
Vietnam. 

BEHAVIOR OF ADULT iiOTh'S' 

TIP'E FOR F'iFRGE!/6F OF ADULT ROTU 

Like P7i1oeaa moths Tusser silkworm moths 
emerge in the evening, usually from dusk to about 
10 P.M. 

FPOA LERGENCE TO _7'TP(Q/JLETION 

OF 2IE BODY COILOITION OF Th"E' LID I/I P 

When the adult moths emerge, they hang onto 
their cocoons or other substance nearby and stretch 
their wings. Examples are as folbo'.'s 

IN CASE OF A FSEAI.E IOTH 

About two hours before emor"ence, the upper 
portion of the oocoon becomes ct from saliva score-
ted by the moth. Fifteen minutes before emergence a 
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smalJolo is pierced i the cocoon shell by the 
cwth. Five minutes before emergence the hole beco 
mes larger and the head of the moth can e seen from 
the 'utside. The period required fr emergence of a 
m-th is abut 40 seconds. At the beginning the emer-
ged mo-ths wings are shorter than the body, but fi- 
ye minutes after emergence the wings begin tn stre-
tch and bencme abeut the same length as the brcIy 
length. Nineteen minutes after emergence, the wings 
stretch fully and hang ver the abdomen.Sixty five 
minutec after omergence, the wings become normal. 

:iv CASJ' OP A 1.ALE AOTW 

Fifteen rnin'tes after emergence , the wings 
otretch fully, and sixty minutes after amergenee the 
body condition seem to become normal. 

SIZE OF' 1fOTH5 

Size of moths emerging during the first ten 
days of August, 1952, were as follows 

Femaie 	 Male 

Number 	Length of the Length of the 	Length of the 	Length of the 

of moths 	body 	extended wings 	body 	extended wings 

(m.m.) 	 (m.m.) 	 (ut.m.) 	 (m.m.) 

NO 	1 53 166 30 125 
2 45 152 30 127 
3 43 160 34 •- 141 

4 35 160 33 135 
5 45 160 30 140 

Average 44 160 31 134 
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LAYING EGGS' 'iID lYlE LOi!Gf'/ITY CE :TOIHT iOJYiC 

The moths efrierging in the evening mate on fho 
night of the day they emerge or on the following day.  
Usually the nor moth lays eggs on the night , from 
the third day after emergence to the day of their 
death, that is, about one week. They do not lay eggs 
during the day time , and egg—laying is done from 
dusk to dawn of the next morning. 

NUCER OF EGGS LAID BY A L02TIER NOT!? 

Number of eggs laid by a mother moth are 300 
to 400 eggs and they are laid for several days, some 
examples fllow 

Number of moths 
- Number of eggs laid each day 

	

NHI 	N2 	N°3 

	

(eggs) 	(eggs) 	(eggs) 

223 172 279 

127 99 62 

35 16 0 

15 22 0 

28 20 0 

14 6 died 

9 4 - 
1 1 - 
I died 

died - - 
453 340 341 

0 0 62 

On the night of the third day after 

emergence 

fourth day If 

fifth day 	If 

sixth day 	" 

H 	 seventh day 

eighth day 

ninth day 
If 	 tenth day 

elventh day" 

Tota 

Eggs remained in the mother bcdy 

L ONGEVISY OF NO THE!? MOTHS 

From the above table it can be seen that the 
mother moth's life span is from 7 to 10 days. 



T-,e of achig 

------------------------------- 

4 a.ni. - 6 a,m. firt day 

6 -8 

8 -- 	10 

-12 

12 -. 	2p.m. 

2 - 	4 

4 -6 

6 -8 

8 - 	10 

10 4 a-rn. 	&eccnd da" 

4 - 6 

6 -8 

8 - 13 

1-) - 	12 

Urhahed oog 
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n ugg ioighe about 7 e.g. 	but it becomes 
-a1'.er with the later days of deposition. 

of 	Nomoer of 
The day) o depositfor, 	 -r otnole 	eggs per 

egg 	one gram 
(m.qJ 	(eggs) 

Egjs laid on the nicht of the thirdav 	 7.575 	 132 
1 	 0 	 fcut 

	

r-h day 	 6944 	 144 
Eggs 'aid o:-  thu nrght  of the fifth day to 

	

the e'ghth day 	 6.111 	 163 

	

TL' ZEOI'T',TI OF' 7IF' 	BJYt)!iLlI 

F'ThC A/ID TrL7  4TcHI/'c .21I1 

Eggs laid on the night of the first day of àu—
gust hatched mainly in the morning of the ninth day 
of the month. Therefore it can be said that the 
length of the embryona.L stage of this silkworm is 
about 7 days and several hours. Some examples are 
sited below 

Nur"tjor of srvae hatched 

Bti NO 	I Batch 	° 2 

(larvae) (larvae) 

3 2 
135 96 

50 16 

Ii 8 

2 5 

1 5 

3 

3 1 

5 

8 

2 

2 ogge 
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From the table it can be seen that eggs usual—
ly hatc.h in the morning, but a small number of eggs 
hatch in the afterioon rr on the nic'h. 

RE SUME 

L'INDUSTRIE DE A SOlE .SAUVAG[ AU VIETNAM. 

10) Le var a sole Tasrtr tAntheraoi mvlitta) existe au Vietnam. 	On 

p'3ut to renoontror 4 tous les,ages on té jul I lot at moOt 	5ous forme 
dtoeufs, de ifrvea jeunes et adultes, de larvos filant l'urs cocons, de 

chrysalides at cIa papillons. 

Or, dit qua o'ast un var 4 moie dtespCe  hiltIne  ctest  pourquoi 

I'ononsIdère qua queiques uns dos cocons nontonant ds chrymalidos vi—

vantes ainsi qua lea papillcns appartionnont 4 Ia lère g4n4ratlnn de l'an 

ne et quo les oeufs at les jeunes larves appartienoent 4 la soccnde gé—

nération de Ia mrne annde. 

2°) Un cocon feme lie pèse snviron 8,4 gr at un cocon male 5,4gr. La 

coque pèse 0,63 gr pour la fernel a ot 0,53 gr pour le male. Le rapport 

poids do- la coque/poids du cocon eat envIron 7,3 % pour Ia 	at 9,8 % 

pour leo'. 

La Iongueur du filament constituant Ic cocon eat très variable 

selon les indvidus. Las plus longs brins mosut'ent 615 m6tresp lea plus 

4urts 210 fl. at les moyens 400m. 

Le poids du brin vane également beaucoup 	les plus lourds pè-.  

sent 44 cg, les plus légers 18 cg at les moyens environ 30 og. 

50) La variabilité des longueurs et des poids des brins vient de Ia 

grande difference existant entre les qualitds de dévidage des cocons. 

60 ) La titre du brin vane de 6,0 4 6,5 deniera, 

7°) La couleur du cocon ast blanche, 

80) Los papil Ions adultes sortent des 0000ns Ic scir entre Ic cou—

char du soleil at 10 h du soir, 

9°) Le pap1 lion atteind l'dtat d'inaecte parfait dans les deux heu—

res suivant ma sortie dii cocon, 

iO) Los paplllons q mesurent environ 43 mm de long at ent one on—

vergure de 1(0 mm ; les papi I Ions 0' mosurent environ 30 mm et leur enver—

gure est de 130 mm, 

11°) La ponte steffectue pendant la nult 4 partir du èrne jour 	de 
Ia sortie at jusqu'4 Ia mcrt 



120 ) La 9 pond cc 300 a '00 oeufs pendant plusleurs sours, 

- 	 13°) La vie d 1unu femel 	at de 7 A 10 jusqu'aprs ia sortie du 00- 
con, 

141 ) Un ouf pse environ 7 ngr. mdc II ptrd du poics pendant les 
jours qul suivent Fe ponte, 

1E') L1 9e embryonneire dure 7 jours ut quelques heures, 

je) 
Lalosion des oeufs a lieu au satin on gnraF sais quciques 

oeufs pouvent dclore F(, soir ru pendant Ia nuit, 

170) Les arbres uti uses pour l'élevage ds vers ii sole a S'gon 

	

sont Lu Bang—Lang 	YrLi2J'.) 
Parbrc 0a 	Dipterocarpus_alatus) 

l'arbre Sac (Hopes odorata) 

1) L'industrie du vor a sole sauvago lasar u Vietnam oat excel 

Iente cmans lea conditions naturelles cola In production me&ive d 	Ill 

do sole Tasar A ltéchelIe commorciale réclame un grand (.,ffrt do co pays 
parco quo a I 'houre actueF Fe 1 1  n'est falt aucune fci I itA pour Ic déve 

loppomont do cotto induatrie au Vietnam, 

19°) En vue d0 dévolopper ltlndustrie do lt solo laser IF cat in 
dispensable do séloctionner ut d'élever uno race possédant de 	meilleures 
qualitds au dévidage. 

SUPPLEMENT Solon do récontes observations copendant, II cat con— 

firñA quo Fe var a sole lasar au Vietnam 	Anthoraca mlltta appertient A 
I'ospAca polyvoltine, c'est Is raison pour lauelIo co vera sole sauvage 

cst dlevé touto l'annCo A SaTgon. 

RECONNAISSANCE 	L1autour exprime ses remerciements au Pr Pham—Hoang 

Ho de la FacultC dos Sciences , Unlvorsitd do Satgcn, qul Ia aide dans 

I'ldentificatiorm des arbres uttlisds pour Italimentation du vet' A sole. 



I - Cocoons 

2 - Moths 

3 - Larvae 

4 - Cocoons 
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REVUE DU VER A SOlE - JOURNAL OF SILKWORfA, T.IIl, Vol. XIV, 1962 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE BEHAVIORS OF THE ATLAS f02{ 
FJIILOPAiIIA ATLASL. REARED INDOORS IN SUMMER, 1962. 

By Mr KATSUMATA F. (Japan) (*) 

The eggs for this examination were laid at 
dawn of the 18th day of May, 1962. They were kept in 
a room of 26°C to 29°C  in teniperature for incubation 
The larvae hatched on the morning of the 26th day of 
May between 7 and 8 a.m. 

The larvae were supplied with leaves of Cy Oi 
(Psidizm guajava ) extending over the entire lar-
val stage and reared in a room with the temperature 
varying from 25°C  to 29°C. 

I - LLWGTIJ OF LARVAL STAGE. 

The length of the larval stage varies very 
much according to the individual larva , especially 
the progress of growth of each larva became irregu-
lar in later stages, fifth and sixth stages. The be-
ginning of each stage is roughly estimated as fol-
lows 

Time for starting each stage 

iounting 

(about 
(first 	2nd stage 	3rd stage 4th stage 5th stage 6th stage 	

90 % of 
feeding) 	 larvae) 

lOa.m. 	lOa.m. 	IOp.m. 	5p.m. 	6p.m. 	lOa.m. 	12 (noon) 

26th May 30th May 3rd June 8th June 	14th June 24th June 9th July 

riatohi ng 

k) Mr KATSLATA, a sericulture technician sent to Vietnam under Colombo 

plan, c/n THE NATIONAL SERICULTURE STATION, BAC—LOC (Vietnam). 



LL7TCTi (' 	rj pr- 

	

1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage 4th stg. 5th atane 6th stau 	Total 

days hours d. 	H. 	d. 	h. 	d. 	h. 	d. 	h. 	d. 	h. 	d. 	h. 

4 0 4 12 4 19 6 1 9 16 15 4 44 2 

AC7V4L. LL7TOTT OF' LARVAL 74(,E OF' LDThLYJAL LARt4 

The above figures are the approximate lerith of 
the larval stage, but, the actual length of the lar-
val stage of the individual larva is as follows 

Date of mountinq Aotul 	Inyth of larval 	stage 
flak' 

larvae larvae 

days hours (larvae) (larvae) 

July 	1. 36 2 0 2 

3. 38 2 1• I 

4. 39 2 1 1 
5. 40 2 0 2 
6. 41 2 4 2 
7. 62 2 0 1 

8. 43 2 3 3 
9. 44 2 1 1 

11. 46 2 2 0 

Nt 	Larvae used to niature about at noon. 

According to the above table, the average length 
of the larval stage is 40 days 13 hours for the male 
larvae and 42 days 6 hours for the female larvae. The 
shortest one was 36 days 2 hours and the longest one 
was 46 days 2 hours. 

2 - RETfA VIOTS OF LARVAE 

A)Hatchtng tehavicr 	the larvae hatch in the 
morning 9  from seven to eight a.n. After coming out of 
eggs the larvae eat the egg shell. 

B)Reh.ao3r.of cctiq iL.Ve: 	the larvae eat 
leaves from the edge, even though the larvae are 
fant just after the hatching'. This behavior is riffe— 
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- 	rent from that of the infant domestic silkworm lar- 
vae. 

Resting behavior in earlier stages 2 Infant 
larvae bend the anterior part of their body sideways 
at the time of rest. This behavior is seen even at 
the molting period of their infant stages. 

Molting behavior 	just before casting the 
skin off , the larva straightens its body and 
strains itself toward the anterior part , slipping 
the old skin backwards . The old skin , at last, 
breaks at the border of the head and the thorax, and 
the new molted larva comes out of the old skin, cas-
ting it off. The length of the period for casting 
the old skin varies according to the age of the lar-
va e. 

Period for moltina and exuviation 	The pe- 
riod for molting means the'period from the time they 
cease eating leaves to the beginning of the exuvia-
tion, and the period for exuviation means the period 
from breaking the old skin at the border between the 
head and the thorax to completion of the exuviation. 

Period for molting 	 Period for exuviation 

N°2 	 N3 1 	 N° 2 

(hours) 	(hours) 	(minutes) 	(minutes) 

1t molting 	20 	 - 	 2 	 3 
2nd 	11 	 16 	 17 	 3 	 - 

3rd 	 22 	 20 	 4 	 4 

4th 	 28 	 29 	 8 	 6 

5th 	 35 	 34 	 8 	 7 

Note - means that the chance for survey was lost. 

F) Period fron te end of the xuviation to the 
completion of various body conditions 



1st molt 2nd molt 3rd molt 4th moTt 5th molt 

(minut.$) (rniflutcs) )mlnuts) (minutes) (minutes) 

N°1 NO2 N°1 NO2 N 0 1 NO2 N1 NO2 N°i NO2 

To the beginning of 

stretching dorsal 	9 	7 	6 	1 	- 	- 	- 	7 	8 

thorns 

To the end of at ret 	
14 	10 	9 	9 	10 	9 	10 	10 	12 	13 

ching dorsal thorns 
0 To the beginning of 	 35 	

26 22 24 34 38 
blacking of larval 

afltnna 
Vj 	Tc the end ef blackln 	

- 	- 	- 	72 78 
of larval antennae 

- 	To the buglnntnq of o 	 69 60 6 70 87 77 • 	93 'i1. 115 
- 	eating oxuvia 

To the end of eating IY7 
75 92 65 97 99 113 119 163 166 

-c axuvia 

To the beginning of 222 100 222 176 184 181 186 183 243 268 
i 	eating leaves 

To the firstxcr- 

tion 	
279 23C 30-1 270 272 339 317 417 528 548 

Note 	(1) - means that the chance for the survey was lost. 

(2) 	Larval antennae can not bu distinguished on the 

body of the first and the second Instar larvae. 

Je think thet the time of the beginning of ea-
ting the exuvi. is the time, when the body condition 
of the newly moltod larvae is coairleted. 

According to the above table it is seen that 
the body condition of the second instar larvae is 
completed about one hour (60-69 minutes) after the 
exuviation of the first molt and, that of the sixth 
ins tar larvae is completed -bout two hours (114 and. 
115 minutes) after the exuviation of the fif-th molt, 
and the periods for the third, fourth and fifth ins-
tar larvae are laid between the above two. 

0) Excretion of .so,yt and aterj faeces , and 
shrinkage in 5cdL1-8ize of natzre larvae. 

Larvae begin to shrink their body-size one day 
before mounting, and around the noon of the mounting 
day they excrete soft and watery faeces, shrinking 
their body size extremely. The time of excreting the 
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soft and watery faeces is centered around noon, from 
eleven a.rn_ to two p.n. and ti'e larvae do not excre-
te those faeces at any other time. The soft and wa-
tery faeces are the last excrements for the nature 
larvae, and the number of dropping in the soft fae-
ces varies according to the invidual larva, from one 
to four 	and those faeces are coated with a thin 
aernbrance, making a connected line. After the excre-
tion of the soft faeces the watery excrement comes 
out being divided into several drops in several ti-
mes, the watery excrement is brown or light brown in 
color at the beginning and it 'ocomes colorless at 
last. 

As to the shrinkage in body sise of larvae, we 
surveyed two cases, that is, larvae sizod 95-n.m. and 
90 n.m. in body-lEngth at heir full grown stnge re-
duceci to /C n.m. and 5 m.m. respectively after the 
excretion of the watery faeces. 

H) Percd jror 	'rcon of cost faeccs to ga- 
nino •:0ioons. 

The periods from the excretion of the soft 
faeces to the excretion of the watery faeces , the 
move to seek cocooning placcs and the time for be-
ginning to spin cocoons are as follows 

Number of larvae N°1 NO2 NO3 

(minutes) (minutes) (minutes) 
To the watery excrement 

in 	larger amount 2 5 3 
To the 	last watury ox— 

a crement 12 lO .-. 0 
Tv the grasping of twigs 

o 
by caudal 	logs 9 17 12 

a 0 
U, 

To the move to sook Ce— 

cooning plecs 14 21 - 
To the start of spinning 

eocens 8 hours 13 hours 9 hours 



- 	 te  0  7 pan 
drooerg t* 

-t the iio of 	i 	cc:oos lvae bi-te the 
petiolos and d.roo 	o d.c'.vn;'ar 	o ak cocoons on 
thetu. Marco v-er 	wa e powde:. -like--suostarica is put 
thero-ajou b-  be r:at'i a larvae, 

This j'.hav.o:: c.,ri no: be se-an a: the time of 
the ncunting of ftsser sil<ovorms 

Fertod for spnnrj occocac. 

As o the veriod fo: spinning cocoons it is 
generally said tha-  larvae spin cocoons for two to 
three days, after ereting the last faeces, for 
instance, we observed 	he following cases 	a larva 
spins its cocoon for 53 ::o1nr. the riecond on for 65 
hours and the third, cce for 72 hciirs respectively. 

K) Period Iron 	oin to pucat f. cr 

Regarding the PC: :01. for prtior. ± is gene - 
rally said tha', larvae urn into pupae in six to Se- 
yen days after The c:i:: 	i re.ali;y, we observed 
the follc'.'ia cao 	a la':v turned into pupa after 
6 days 12 hour: , 6 Iays 17 hours 	6 days 19 hours 
and 6 days 2C hc:: 	far ou-. lag. 

3. Fd42flE GP COCO(Wd 

OEihI:. 	7y 't7 Ii]hiO] 	JLT; 

Cocoons obtaind cy the indoor rearing are in- 
ferior to 	those produced. on the wild trees in quali- 
ty. The following figures ar: averae values. 

Fo'.:e aJe 

OCfl Poreeraaoe 

-eocP 

C 	 e 	CCOO' a 	s.rigle cccoorl 

Coac. 	s}0 I yocoo- 1 heI I 	to 
uoaon 

I 	a"c:c- eI C000afl 

wech. weight 

Coaoons Cc) 50 (y) () (%) 

indoor 6- U 4S 	75 442 O.'l 9.2 
l?wfld e_eJ 	313 66i 0.74 11.1 

Note Cac, ar.a cbt e' 	ro-i 	. 	roea-:are roie In the same season 

as tae o: a" 	'e4ao; roarng 
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4.EPTJJ OE PUPAL Zu1GE (P7kw HOUTIIVc7 2k9 
- 	 fJJGIyvCE QI THE .fOThS 

The length of the pupal stage varies conside-
rably according to the individual pupa, we obtained 
the following date in surveying this feature of the 
Atlas moth reared indoors in June, 1962. That is, 25 
larvao were mounted at the beginning of July, from 
the first day to the eleventh day, out of which 18 
pupae developed into moths and 7 pupae are yet in 
their pupal stage at the present time (September 
10th, 1962). 

The length of pupal stage of each insect is as 
follows 

Number of moths emerged out of pupae 

Length of pupal stage 
Female 	 Male 

24days 1 	 0 

25 1 	 3 

26 3 	 1 

27 1 	 0 

23 1 	 1 

29 1 	 1 

34 	U 0 	 1 

45 	II  0 	 2 

50 0 

Number of pupae remained In 4 	 3 

their pupal stage 

Note : In relation to the length of the pupal stage the problem of 

the dlapausing pupae will arIse Tn researches of this insect. 

SIZE OF EOTHS REARED INDOORS' 

In accordance with the decrease in the cocoon 
weight 	the size of the moths reared indoors is 
smaller than that of the wild, moths. A result of the 
survey is as follows 
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Female 	 Male 

Number of Length of the 	Length of the Length of the 	Length of the 
moths 	

body 	- extended wings 	body 	exterded wings 

	

(m.m.) 	 (m.m.) 	(m.m.) 	 (m.m.) 

	

NO 1 	 35 	 195 	 30 	 180 

	

2 	 43 	 195 	 30 	 180 

	

3 	 40 	 205 	 35 	 180 

	

4 	 50 	 200 	 30 	 175 

	

5 	 45 	 200 	 30 	 170 

NUMBER OF EGGS LAID BY A MOTHER MOTH 
REARED INDOORS 

The number of the eggs laid by a mother moth 
reared indoors is less than that of those eggs laid 
by a wild mother moth. Details are as follows 

Number of eggs laid each day 

Moth 

NO 1 N°2 N°3 N°4 N°5 

At dawn of the fourth day after emergence 	99 	76 	46 	90 	111 

	

TI 	the fifth day 	 " 	11 	23 	18 	29 	34 

	

It 	the sixth day 	 11 6 	29 	15 	22 	14 

	

It 	 the seventh day 	 ' 	 0 	12 	8 	18 	12 

the eighth day 	 11 0 	14 (died) 	8 	5 

the ninth day 	 " 	(died) 	5 	 2 	3 

the tenth day 	 " 	 (died) 	(died) 	2 

(died) 

TOTAL 	 116 159 87 169 181 

Eggs remaining in the mother's body 	 2 	7 	3 	8 	0 

LONGEVITY OF MOTHER MOTHS 

Accordirg to the above table the life span of 
the mother moth reared indoors is about the same as 
that of the wild moth described in the previous pa-
per. 

8.' 	IGJT OF EGGS LAID BY MOTHER MOTHS REARIfD 
Il/DO ORS 

An egg weighs 8.62 m.g. and number of eggs per 
one gram was 116. These values are smaller than tho-
se of the wild moth described in the previous paper. 



tl:ts 'th-•larvt.; ai'e f3d on te levoe of the 
following pinto. 

Cay Oi (Pis 	ajao) 
Cfy Dai Ngua (.Siotera aorcphy1Za) 
Cr Kh, (.'roo oar..nöo1a) 
CLy Go (Ara'c.1ca  artnamens3) 	----- discoverec3. 

by .Ir. iu,ien. 

RESUME. 

OBSERVATIOMS SUR LE COMPORTEMENT DU PAPILLON ATLAS (PHILOSAMIA 

ATLAS) ELEvE EN !rAGNNERlE PENDANT L'AUTOMNE 19t2 

10) La dur4e de 1 1 9u Iarvrrire vane coisidérablenront sul'n los tar.-. 
yes 	40 jours it 13 heures pour ius c et 42 jours et 6 houreG pour los 

, sent les dur4es mc'yen1os ; 36 joura 2 heurc-s roprésentent Is durAe mi-

oimum et 46 jours 2 heures Ia dur€5e maximum. 

20) Quant cu comportement des larves , os falts aulvants sent a no 

ter 

Les larvos Aotoseot au satin, c lies r'angerit to coqul lie dos 

oeufs après I !éclos t on, 

Les jeunes iarves, Tinmédiatenient aprAs 11 4cic-sior, commencent 

a manger Ii bord des foul los, 

Quand elba so reposent, les jeunos iarves penchent ía par-

tie antdrieure do fours corps our Ic- cStd, 

Le temps do mue vane seirn l'ge des ierves ; a seconde 

mue eat la plus courte ole dure do 16 A 17 heures ; Is 56me mue c-st Ia 

plus Fongue, ellu dure do 34 A 35 hc-ures, 

Le tenips d'exuviation vane dqalernent an fonction do le 

des iarve 	to tomps drexuviation do la premiAre mue ost to plus court 

(2 A 3 minutes), celul do 13 5Amu mue le plus tong (7 a 8 minutes), 

fi Le teomps qul st6coulo ontro Ia fIn d 	1 1 c-xuviation et Fe mo- 

ment mD los ierves commencont a manger los oxuvies caL considArA comme Fe 

tomps nAcossaire A I'achAvc-mont du coE'ps de la borve eprns la true. La du-. 

rAe do cc terimps, sele.n nos observations , vane suivant lvage,  de la larve, 
crest A dire qu'il duro uric- houre riprAs Ia lAce mue et 2 hcuros environ 

après le 56me. Pour los 26mo, 3ème et 4mc.t mues cette pArt-de var'ie ontre 

I et 2 heures, 

,) Les larvus mares uxcrAjont des nmatiAres souples et hydratAes 

qul sont les cmerniers cxcrAmnts d 	a ervo? 
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h) Los larves mares voient leurs corps diminuer de volume après 

avoir excrété, 
1) L'excrétion des feces so produit aux environs de midi et lea 

larves commencent a filer leurs cocons environ une demie journée 	après 

lea dernières excretions, 
Les larves mrs coupent lea pétioles, ainsi elba peuvent 

faire leurs cocons dans lea feulibes fanées, 

lea larves mares fibont tours cocons pendant lea 2 cu 3 

jours après Is dernlère excretion, 

I) 106 larves mares so transforvient en chrysalides pendant lea 

6 è 7 jours qi sulvont Ia montéo, 

a) cot insecte appartlont a une race a cinq muos, 

30) Les cocons amal prodults sont de qualitC Inférioure par rapport 

a ceux des larves sauvages, 

40) Le temps de pupaison (de Ia montéo a I'apparit.lon des papilbons) 

vane considérabbeinent selon lea chrysalides. Dana notre experienCe 25 

larves sont montées aü debut du mois de juillet at otles ont été trans-

formées en chrysalides 7 jours après Fe mont6e. De ces 25 larves, 14 pa-

pillons sont srtis 24 ou 29 jours après ia montéo, un papfl Ion est sort! 

lo 346rna jour, 2 autres sont sörtis Le 456me jour et un dernier Fe SOème 

jour. Sept chrysalides rostent encore dans lour état ce jour 10 septembre 

1962, deux niois après Ia montCe. 	 - 

Le tenips de pupaison est étroitement lie a Ia diapause de Ia pupe. 

On d!t quo ces insectes apprtiennent é une espèoe blvoltine ot lea oeufs 

utlllsés pour notre experience ont été pondus par une femelbo qul étatt 

Issue dtune pupe après diapause ; lea problemes du voltinisme et de Ia 

diapause de cot insecte devront 9tre éclaircis ultdrieurement. 

50 ) Lus papillons élevés en magnanerie sont de tail Fe pbus petIte qe 

ceux éLevés dns Ia nature, 

60 ) Lo nornbre des oeufs pondus par une 	élevée an magnanerie est  

moindre que celul des oeufs dtune 	ébevée dans lea condItions natural lea 

70) La duréo de la vie dtune £ elevee en magnanerie est sensibbement 

Ia mme quo cel le d'una femel be sauvage, 

80 ) Lo polds des ooufs de femol es domestiquées est inférleur a ceux 

des oeufs de Y sauvage, 

90 )Quant aux plantes uti l.iséos pour Ia nout'ri-ture des larves do 	j.- 

osamie atlas cites sont de 4 sortos. 



Fig. 2 - Larvae 

Fig. 4 - Cocoons 

Fig. i -  Eggs 

.4,,. 

* 

Fig. 3 - a cocoon 
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RE'UE DU VER A SOlE -JOURNAL OF SILKWORM, T.111 Vol. XIV, 1962. 

AN EXAMINATION FOR MAKING FLOSS-SILK 

FROM COCOONS OF ATLAS MOTH SILKWORMS 

By Mr KATSUMATA F. (Japan) (*) 

The cocoon-shell of the Atlas moth-silkworms 
makes a strong wall , beingkneaded by a gummy subs-
tance secreted by the cocooning larvae. ConseQuently, 
it is hard to reel the cocoon-filaments from the co-
coons. 

It is, therefore, considered that these cocoon-
filaments can be utilized by silk-spinning operation 
that is, the strong cocoon-shell be firstly loosened 
and made into the floss-silk , after that the spun 
silI yarn be produced. 

According to the private communication from Dr. 
S. Bit, a research officer of the sericultural ex-
periment station of the government of Japan, the co-
coon-shell of Atlas moth is to be boiled in a 1/10 
normal solution of Sodium Carbonate for one to two 
hours in order to loosen the cocoon-filaments in the 
cocoon-shell. 

Taking his advice, we made an examination for 
making floss-silk from cocoons of Atlas moth. 

!fateria.Z8 	Material.cocoons were gathered from 
the trees lining the streets of Saigon on the begin-
ning of October 1962. All cocoons were pierced ones. 
The exuviae of mature larvae and pupae in the cocoons 
were taken.ou't by cutting cocoon-shell. 70 grams of 
the cleaned cocoon-shell were obtained from 100 grams 
of cocoons , this amount Af cocoons being , usually, 
counted for 100 to 105 in number. 

() Mr KATSUI.IATA, a sericulthre teohnlcian sent t Vietnam undercolombo 

plan, 0/0 THE NATIONAL SERICULThRE STATION, OAC.-LOC (Vietnam). 
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Method 	70 rans of cocoon-shell were boiled 
in 4 liters of a 1/10 normal solution of Natriuin 
Carbonate for 90 minutes and left for several hours 
until they became cool as they are, after that the 
floss-silk was made and washed thoroughly with water 
and the floss-silk was dried up. 

Result.s 

Weight of 	 Peroentage 
Weight of Number f 	 Weight of 

Number of 

	

	 CoCoon- 	 ratio of - 
cocoons 

	

cocoons 	cocoons 	. 	 floss-silk 

experiments 	used 	used 	
shell 	

obtained 	
silk to the 

 
used 	 weight of co- 

	

(grams) 	(c000ns) 	 (grams) 

------------------- 

	

100 	 104 	 70 	57 	 57.0 

Ii 	 52 	 50 	 36 	30 	 57.6 

	

51 	 50 	 - 	 26 	 50.9 

Note 	In case of experiment Ill, cocoons
a 
 were not opened and exuvlae 

were not eliminated 	In this case the floss oItained was beaten to remove 

the pieces of the exuvia In It. 

RESUIE 

ESSAI D'OBTENTJON DE tURRE A PARTIR DES COCONS DU PAP1LLON 

ATLAS. 

Le oocon du paptilon Atlas se présente sous la forms d 1une ooque u-

re , oomportant une gomme sot Tdlfiée ; c'est pourquoi ii est difflolle de 

dévicier Ia sole qul Ia oonstitue. 

Pour utiliser oe filament de sole ii est recommandé de ram.iiIr Is 

0000n, do is transformer on bourre puis an fit de sole. 

Pour dgomner las cocons ii fat les faire bouiilTr dens unie solution 

a 1/10 de carbonate de soude pendant I A 2 h at la bourre sore ainsi faT- 

to. 
La qualltd de fi loseile obtenue représentait environ le 55 % du polds 

des cocona. 	 -- 

REFERENCE. 

	

Bito, 3. (1941) 	chemIcal studies on the silk-thread 	of 	the wild 

silkworms. (V) on the degurnmr,g of the cocoon-filaments of wild sllkworms(ini 

Japanese), Journal of the sericuitural science of Japan Vol. 12, NO I. 

SUPPLEMENT 

According to the writer's observation, the Atlas moth larvae are heal-

thy by nature, therefore, if they are raised artificially, the spun silk em 

will be made In mass In Vietnam. 
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REJE QU VER A SOlE - JOURN1L OF $ILKWORI.I, T.III, Vat. XIV, 1962 

THE EFFECT OF FEEDING THE SILK WORM BOMBYX MORI L.  

WITH DIFFENT M[JLBERRY VARIETIES 

ON THE FEQIJNDITY OF MOTHS 

By M. HkSSANEIN M. H. 
and EL SHAARAWYM.F. (Egypt, LT.A.R.) (*) 

IJITRODUCTION 

Feeding of the silk woim Bombyx mori L. on the 
mulberry leaves iz affeeted se greatly with the nu-
tritional value of the different mulberry leaf va-
rieties. 

These studies hao been carpied out in the Fa- 
culty of Agnieulture, Am 	hamg University, and the 
Senioulture Reeareh Section , Ministry of Agnicultu 
re, Egypt. It was also conducted in the Sericulture 
Research Station, Padova , Italy. These studies were 
carried out to evaluate the effect of feeding with 
certain mulberry leaf varieties on the fecundity of 
moths and the egg production. 

REVIEW OF I ITERA TURS 

Hiratuka (920), indicated that the quantity 
of egg laid by 1000 moths is 391,09 gm. in fresh and 
135.55 gm in dry matter, the female moths loosing 
about half 5f her own bodily constituents as eggs 
(in the case of glycogen, as much as 77 	. 

1*) Mr HASSANE1N (M.H.), (Ph.D. Lnclor,Head •f Plant PrtctioN Depart. 
rnent Asslout Unveraity, Ams1ut, and Mr E1.-SHARAWY (M.F.), (Ph.D. 	&in 

- 	Shams)1  Serioulturo Reearmh Departtnent MlnTstry .1 AgrIculture, Dokkl. 
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BucI (1960), carried out biochemical resear-
ches on Bombyx mori L. aiming to explain some phy-
siological phenomena connected with reproduction and 
nutrition. As for reproduction she had particularly 
studied -the variability of phosphorous content in 
the ovocyts of normal moth. In her research work on 
nutrition she first considered the variation of to-
tal phosphorous of the eggs in relation to alirnen-
tatiori, secondary she analysed the reserve (glycogen 
lipids and phosphorous).of the larva brought up on 
mulberry leaves and on various Succedanea. 

MA 'RIALS 

SUk worm races 

The silk worm races üed ib the present study 
were the standard breeds reared in certain Meclitera-
niean and the far east countries of the world.. 

During 1959 and 1960 breeding of the silk worm 
was carried out 'in the Sericulture Cec'tion, Faculty 
of Agriculture -Ain Shams Univers'i'ty and the Senicul-
ture Department , Ministry of Agnicultu'e, Egypt, 
U.A.R. In 1961, breeding was carried out in the Se-
niculture Experimental Station, Padova, Italy. 

The silk worm races used in these studies we- 
re 

The race Var, considered as a local race and 
was reared in 1959, 

The cross-breed 'Yinhan x Huachiu was reared 
in 1960, 

The race 49 M.was reared in the rearing sea-
son of 1961 in Italy. 

Mulberr!,, m'arietmes 

The mulberry leaves used for feeding the silk 
worm were' ' 
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1959 and 1960 	 19 41 

Morus alba var. 1orettiana Morus aTha var. Giazzola 
Japanese L 	" 	 It 	I! 	Florio 

I' 	Se1vatia 	" 	'I 	 Selvatica 
it 	"Rosa di Lornbardia 	" 	'I 	 Cattaneo 

" 	Rourni 	" 	 I' 	Kokuso 
It 	ti " Lhu 	 I' 	 tt 11  Morettiana 

AND DISCUSSION 

Wetgh± of pzpa : 

The change from the larva to the pupa usually 
begins with cessation of feeding. The larva deserts 
the nu1berry leaves and wanders in search of suita-
ble site for pupation. The average weight af the pu—
pa in the different varieties after feeding on the 
leaves of different mulber'y varieties is 	recorded 
in Tables . and. 2). 

TA LEJ 

MAt4 WE10H7 OF }PA, AFTER FLEUINO THE ARVA ON THE QIFFREN' 
MURRY LEAF vAiE'rIz5.. 

1uIberry variety 	----------------- 
Weight Weight of pupa (g.) 

Max.. Mean 	S.D. 
----------------- (1959F 

Morettiana 1.030 4,630 1.293.181 
Japanese L. 1000 1.800 1.451O.300 
Selvatoa 11000 1.450 1,185.0.141 
Rosa dl 	Lo,nbardta 0,940 1.400 1.1270.164 
Rouiiit 1.000 1.520 1.2470. 131 
Lhu 5,870 1130 1,1580.260 

496Q) 

MorottTar, 1.050 1.600 1.2700.173 
Japanese L. 1.000 1.820 1.a540.223 
Selvattca 0.900 1.670 1.220:0.223 
Rosa di Lombardla 0.900 1.350 1.0950.137 
Rouml 0.930 1.390 1.1090.151 
Lhu 0.750 1.200 0.97010. 151 
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TABLE 2. 

MEAN WEIGHT OF PUP, AFTER FEEDING THE LARVA ON THE DIFFERENT 

MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Weight of pupa (gr.) 

1uIberr' variety 	
llin. 	. 	Max. 	 i'loan+S.D, 

(1961) 

GTazzole 	 1.10 	 2.01 	 1.530,25 

Florio 	 1.00 	 2.00 	 1.380.21 

Selvatica 	 1.00 	 2.05 	 1.53O.23 

Cttaneó 	 05 	. 	.1.66 	 1.430.20 

Koku& 	 1.13 	 2.20. . 1.520.27 

MOr?ttlafla.................1.01 	 1.66 	 I.390.21 

The avrage. w.i&ht of 3upa of the race Var 
ranged from 1.127 gm, to 1.451  gro. The highest mean 
weight .of pupa was thdt of the worms fed on the lea-
ves of the,  variety Japanese L and the minimum 
weight f pupa was tht of' the lar.ra fd on the lea-
ves of the variety Sel'vatica 

ThC . average weight of pupa 'of the cross breed 
Yinhan 	nged from 0.970to 1.354 grns. The heaviest 
weight of pupa was that of the larva fed on the lea-
ves of.t}ievariety iaeanese L. and the minimum 
weight was that cf the'larva fed.on the leaves of 
the variety Lhu. 	 ... 

The average weight of pupa df the race 49 M. 
ranged forn 1.38 to 1.5.3  gms. The heaviest weight of 
pupa was that of the larai.ad.. cn- the leaves of the 
varieties GIhoIa , and Selvatica and the minimum 
weight was of the larvae fed on the leaves of the 
variety Florio. 

Weight of feytalc rcoth 

Table (3) represeits the effect of feeding 
with the leaves of different mulberry varieties on 
the average weight of the female moth of the diffe-
rent races of the silk worm Bombyx mori L. The ave-
rage weight of. the female moth of the race Var was 
0.87, 0.91 and 0.89 gm 	after fe.dngo"the leaves 
of the varieties More.tti- na; Jasanese L. and Selva- 



TABLE 3. 

ARAGE WEIGHT OF FEHALE MOTH PER GM. AFTER FEEDING THE LARVA ON THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Mulberry 

varieties 	tlTn. 

Morettlana 	0.492 

Japanese L. 0.572 

eivatIoa 	0.$82 

Rosa dl 

Lmbard Ia 	
0.616 

Rouml 	0.498 

1kw 	0.352 

7959 4960 -------- - 1961 -  -------------- Mulberry 
Max. r1eanj5.D. rUn. Max. MeantS.D. varieties MIn. Max. Mean.S.D. 

1.00 0.87+J1.15 0.742 0.97 0.88.0.05 Giazzala 0.95 1.25 1.140.09 

1.03 0.9IjO.I2 0.770 1.00 0.95t0.06 Fort. 0.75 1.25 0.96±0.10 

1.1 0.89t0.11 0.848 1.00 0.97±0.03 Selvatica 0.90 105 0.96±0.05 

0.92 0.75+0.08 0.670 0.98 0.76+0.08 Cattane, 0.70 1.25 0.98±0.09 

1.00 0.76 0.12 0.560 0.99 0.93+0.10 K,kugo 0.95 1.36 1.14±0.49 

0.74 0.57±0.10 0.510 0.1 0.68t0.6 Morettiana 0.85 4.26 1.04±0.09 
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tica. It was also 0.75, 0.76 and 0.57 gm. after fee-
ding on the leaves of the varieties Rsa di Lombar-
dia, Roumi and Lhu respectively. The heaviest weight 
of female moth was that of the larva fed on the lea-
ves of the variety Jatanese L. and the minimum 
weight was of the larva fed on the leaves of the va-
riety Lhu. 

The average weight of female moth of the cross 
breed Yinhan was o.88, 0.95, and 0.97 gm. after fee-
ding on the leaves of the varieties Liorettiana, Ja-
Banese L. and Selvatica . It was also 0.76, 0.83 and 
0.68 gm. after feeding on the leaves of the varie-
ties Rosa di Lombardia, Roumi and Lhu respectively. 
The heaviest weight of moth was that of the larva 
fed on the leaves of the variety Japanese L. and the 
minimum weight was of the larva fed on the leaves of 
the variety Lhu. 

The average weight of female moth of the race 
49 M. ranged from 0.98 to 1.14 gins, with slight dif-
ferences in the average weight of female moth after 
feeding on the leaves of different mulberry varie-
ties. 

272e eggs 

The females deposit their eggs in the egg la-
ying paper bags after mating . The eggs vary accor-
ding to the different races of the silk worm , they 
are either adherent or not adherent. In the present 
studies, the eggs of the reared silk worm races were 
all of the adherent type. 

It is clearly shown from the results of these 
studies that the number of the deposited eggs was 
affected by feeding the larvae on the leaves of c1if-
ferent mulberry varieties. 

It is evident from Table (4) that the number 
of eggs deposited by the female moth of the race Var 
was 289, 491 300, 294, 431 and 263 after feeding on 
the leaves of the varieties Morettiana, Japanese L., 
Selvatica, Rosa di Lomnbardia , Roumi and Lhu respec-
tively. 
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TABLE 4. 

NUMBER OF EGGS DEPOSITED BY THE FEMALE MOTH OF THE RACES REARED 

IN 1959, 1960 AND 1961 , AFTER FELDINS ON THE DIFFERENT 

MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

1959 	1960 	Mu I berry 	 1961 
Mulberry varieties 

varieties 
N° of eggs 	 NO  of eggs 

M.rettiana 289 292 Giozzola 603 

Japanese L. 491 511 F[orin 530 

Selvattca 300 304 Selvatica 583 

Rosa dl 	Lombardia 294 485 Cattanee 579 

Roust 434 497 Kokuso 649 

Lhu 263 366 Morettlana 611 

The average number of eggs deposited by the  
female moth of the cross breed. Yinhan was 292,  511 9  
304, 485, 497 and 366 eggs after feeding on the lea-
ves of the varieties Morettiaria, Jamanese L., Selva-
tica, Rosa di Lombard.ia, Roumi and. Lhu respectively. 

The average number of eggs deposited by the 
female moth of the race 49 M. was 603, 30, 583 9  579 
649 and 611 eggs after feeding on the leaves of the 
varieties Giazzola, Fl.ri., Selvatica, Cattaneo, Ko-
kuso and Morettiana respectively . The maximum num-
bers of egg deposited by the female moth of the ra-
ces Var and Yinhan was that of the larvae fed on the 
leaves of the variety Jacanese L. and the maximum 
numbers of eggs deposited by the female moth of the 
race 49 M was that of the larvae fed on the leaves 
of the variety Kokuso. The minimum numbers of depo-
sited eggs by the female moths of the races Var 
Yinhan and. 49 M. was that of the larvae fed on the 
leaves of the variety Lhu and. Morettiana and. Florio 
respectively. 

RESUME. 

EFFET D!UNE. ALIMENTATION DU \1ER SOlE BOMBYX MORI L. AVEC 

DIFFERENTES VARIETES DE HURlERS SUP LA FECONDITE DES 

PAP I LLONS 

1 0 ) FOlDS DES CHRYSALIDES 	Las chrysalides des races Var at Yinhan 

issues de larves nourrjes de Japanese L. furent las plus lourdes. Pour 

a race 4911. ce furent celles dent, lea larves avaierit été nourries de 

Selvatica. 
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26 ) POIDS DES PAPJLLONS FEMELLES 	lea plus lourdes femel es furent 

cellos éievées avec Japanese L. chez lea Var at Yinhan. Pour lea femefies 

de la race 49 M. on ne trouve pas de graride difference pondérale sulvant 

I'aiirnentation. 

3° ) LES OEUFS 	Pour lea races Var et Vinhan, lea papi lions femelies 

dont lea larves avalent été nourries de Japanese L. pondirent le plus 

grand nonibre d'oeufs. Pour Ia race 49 il., lea femel lea lea plus fécondes 

furent celles dorit lea larves avaient été nourries de Kokuso. 

a 
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REVUE DU VER A SOlE - JOURNAL OF SILIORM, T.11l, Vol.XIV, 1962. 

STUDIES ON THE EFFECT OF FEEDING THE SILK WORM 

WITH DIFFERENT11MBERRY VARIETIES ON THE TECKNOLOGY 

OF THE SERIC FIBER 

By M. HASSANEIN M.H. 
and EL SHAARAWY M.F. (Egypt, TJ.A.R.) (*) 

INTRODUCTION 

The silk worm Boinbyx mori L. consumes and di-
gests the different mulberry leaf varieties, even if 
they vary considerably in their nutritional value. 

These studies has been carried out in the Fa-
culty of Agriculture Ain Shams University, and The 
Sericulture Research Section, Ministry of Agricultu-
re, Egypt. It was also conducted in the Sericulture 
Research Station, Padova , Italy. These studies were 
conducted to select the most profitable mulberry 
leaf varieties to the silk worm so that it may raise 
the silk production in the cocoons of the different 
races of the silk worm. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Hiratsuka (1920) , mentioned that the average 
quantity of silk substance secreted. by 1000 worms 
was 240.33 gin (dry matter), which corresponded to 
25 % of the dry matter digested and 65 % of the ni-
trogen digested in the fifth instar,  

Kitazawa (1932), studied the relation between 
the food plants and the properties of the cocoon of 

(*) Mr IIASSANEIN (N.H.), (Ph.D. London), Head of Plant Protection Depart-

merit Assiout University, Asslout, and Mr EL-SHAARAWY (M.F.), (Ph. D. kIn 

- 	Shams), Sericulture Research Department Ministry of Agriculture, Dokki. 
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Antheraea yacnamai and Antheraea pernyi, he concluted 
the following result 	The cocoons of both wild silk 
worms fed with leaves of Quercus dentata were poor in 
silk and it was known that the cocoons were difficul 
ty reeled. 

Malucelli (1954) 	carried out nutritional 
tests on silk worms of various races and crosses 
commonly raised from reproduction and for the output 
of silk , taking into account also the reproductive 
data of various groups per gram of silk worm eggs 
and per commercial ounce. The results obtained had 
demonstrated that 9  even 	conserving unaltered the 
quantity of nutrient which must be given , the races 
actually in commeree possessed a greater capacity for 
utilising mulberry leaves in comparison to those of 
the pas. The principal data of production had con-
firmed the visible progress achieved in the national 
field of silk cultivation with the employment of se- 
lected races and in particular the high degree 	of 
effici:cy obtai.ned by the races which were in whi-
te character. Their raising deserves being taken in-
to serions consideration, with the aim also of achi--
evin tao development of types and bi--v:hite crosses 
which can successfully compete with those developed 
'cy The Jananose silk industry. 

Mu 1'RThLS 

.911:orrn races 

The silk worm races used in the present study 
were the standard breeds reared in certain Meditera-
nean and The far east countries of the world. 

Ya1ing 1959 and. 1960 b:ceeding of the 	silk 
worm was carried out in the Sericulture section, Fa-
culty oi' Agriculture Ain Shams University and the Se 
ricniture Department, Ministry of Agriculture, Egypt 
U.A.R, Ln 1961 breeding was carried out in the Se-
ricultui-e rxperimental Station, Padova, Italy. 

The silk worm races used in these studies we- 
re 

The race Var , considered as a local race and 
vzas• reared in 1959 

The cross-broed Yinhan x Huachiu was reared 
in 1960. 	 S  

The race 49 M. was reared in the rearing sea-
son of 1961 in Italy. 
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Mz1 berry varir.tie3 : 

The mulberry leaves used for feeding the silk 
worm were 

1959 and 1960 

Morus alba ir. Morettiana 
Japanese L. 
Selvatica 

It 	 " 	Rosa di 
Lombardia 

It 	II 	ii 	Roucni. 
Lhu  

1961 

Morus alba var. Giazzola 
Ii 	 it 	 It 	Florio 
it H it  Selvatica 
11 	 It 	II 	Cattano 

II 	II 	Ii 	Kokuso 
if 	 It 	Morettiana 

METHODS 

St4ffocation and drying of cocoons 

It is necessary to kill the chrysalis of the 
selected cocoon for the seric bave test before its 
transformation to the moth. The simplest and easiest 
manner has been found to be submission of the living 
cocoons to the action of heat . For this purpose de-
siccator was used , that comprises essentially a fan 
in the drying chamber in which the fresh cocoons we-
re placed to maintain a constant air current through 
the mass of the chrysalides , which carries away the 
products formed during desiccation 9  humid and vola-
tile substances and a stove for heating the air dri-
ven by the fan . Desiccation was started at a tempe-
rature of 50-60°C. and was carried to maximum of 90-
95°C . After desiccation the cocoons were kept in a 
dry storage. 

Re1tng of the seric fibers 

The seric bave is composed of two filaments or 
brins which issue from the two secretaries of the 
worm and are struck together with sericin in the 
threader. 

In order to examine the nature of the bave, it 
is unwouned from the cocoon by the special appa. 
ratus which provides without occasioning any rnecha-
nical changes in it, for measuring the total length 
of the fiber and for some other technological proper-
ties. 
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The apparatus designed by Dusuzeau (i86), and rnodi-
fled by Verson and Q.uajat (1886), was used. It corn-
prisis a para]lopipod in which the cocoon is placed 
after being softened by soaking, the water was hea-
ted by a gas jot under the container. The winder on 
which the have is reeled is provided with girorneter 
and with a guiding arm with forward and backward mo-
vement along the whole length of the winding frame 
allowing the seric fiber to be wound, if record is 
in separate skeins. Weight of the silk fiber was al-
so determined. 

Florkin and Jeuniaux (1960), studied the in-
fluence of the alirnontation on the silk secretion in 
the light of the knowledge on the origin and the 
part of the amnirv acids in the haernolymnph. They sta-
ted that the quality and the quantity of the food 
taken by the silk worm during the periods of tissues 
growth, the period of "facultative" alirnentation, in 
the middle of the fifth instar, had an important in-
direct repercussion on the quantity ^f the silk 
which was spun. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The seric baz,e 

The seric have is composed of two brinds uni-
ted together by soricin. With the exoeption of the 
first layers, which constituted the ciust or husk of 
the cocoon the seric have is deposited in the cocoon 
with a certain rogularity in the form of loops or 
eyelets. 

In order to examine the nature of the have it 
is reeled from the cocoon by a special apparatus for 
measuring the total length of the seric filament and 
for cutting it into any special lengths for special 
tests. 
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Lenght and weight of the seric fiber 

For measuring the length of the seric fiber, 
cocoons of the different breeds after feeding on the 
leaves of different mulberry varieties are reeled 
and their lengths and weights are recorded in Tables 
(i - 9) and graphically illustrated in Figs (1, 2 
and 3). 

It is shown from Table (i) and Fig. (i) that 
the average length of silk in the cocoon of the race 
Var after feeding on the leaves of the varieties Mo-
rettiana, Japanese L. and Selvatica was 569.0, 554.7 
and 441,1  meters respectively. It was also 569.1 9  
486.2 and 358.3 meters by feeding on the leaves of 
the varieties Rosa di lombardia, Rourni and Lhu. 

The maximum length of silk in the cocoon was 
of the larva fed on the leaves of the varieties Rosa 
di lombardia and Morettiana without any differences 
between them, and the minimum length of silk in the 
cocoon was f the larva fed on the leaves of the va-
riety Lhu. 

The average weight of silk was 0.122 , 0.145 
and 0.115 gm. by feeding the worms on the leaves of 
the varieties Morettiana, Japanese L. and Selvatica. 
It was also 0.130 9  0.104 and 0.187 gm. by feeding 
the larvae on the leaves of the varieties Rosa di 
lornbardia 9  Rourni and Lhu respectively. The h•viest 
weight of silk was in the cocoon of the larva fed on 
the leaves of the variety Lhu , and the minimum 
weight was produced from the cocoons of larva fed on 
the leaves of the variety Roucni. 

The average thickness of the seric fiber 	is 
also recorded in Table (i) and Fig. (i). It was 1.92 
2.30 and 2.33 denier by feeding the worms on the 
leaves of the varieties Morettiana , Japanese L. and 
Selvatica. It was also 2.03 , 1.93 and 4.68 denier 
after feeding on the leaves of the varieties Rosa di 
lombardia , Rourni and Lhu respectively . The maximum 
thickness of the seric fiber was by feeding the 
worms on the •laaves of the variety Lhu and, the mi-
nimum thickness was by feeding the larvae on the 
leaves of the varieties Morettiana and Roucni. 



TABLE 1. 

AVERAGE LENGTH, WEIGHT AND THICKNESS OF THE SERIC FIBER OF THE 

RACE VAR, AFTER FEEDING THE LARVAE ON THE DIFFERENT 	 - 

1ILL3ERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Length of si 1k Height of a? 1k 
Mulberry 

(meter) (per gram) 
Den er 

varIety 
Mm. Max. Mean t.hn. Max. Mean 

(1959) 

Morettlana 290 755 569.0 0.040 0.200 0.122 1.92 

Japanese L. 280 765 554.7 0.074 0.220 0.145 2.30 

Selvatica 240 670 441.1 0.040 0.200 0.115 2.33 

Rosa di 
400 725 569.1 0.040 0.190 0.130 2.03 

lombard is 

Roumi 290 795 486.2 0.040 0.170 0.104 1.93 

Lhu 260 540 358.3 0.064 0.240 0.187 4.68 

TABLE 2. 	 - 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE REGARDING LENGTH OF SILK IN THE COCOONS 

OF THE RACE VAR. AND FEEDING THE LARVAE ON THE DIF- 

FERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 	 - 

(1959) 

Tots! Mean 
Source of variat.ton D.F. 

S. square 
F. 

S. square 

Varieties 5 16131 3612262 	27.3 

Error 294 3892894 32411 

Total 299 5699025 

TABLE 3. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE REGARDING WEIGHT OF SILK IN THE COCOONS 

OF THE RACE VAR. AND FEEDING THE LARVAE ON THE DIF-

FERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Tot! Mean 
Source of vartaton D.F. F. 

S. square - S. square 

Varieties 5 0.22 0.044 	33.8 

Error 294 0.40 0.0013 

Total 299 O.:2 

'' 	Signifies] at 	the 	level 0.01 
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Tables (2 and 3) show that there was a highly 
significant difference in the average length and 
weight of the seric fiber in the cocoon of the race 
Var after feeding on the leaves of different mulberry 
varieties 

The average length of silk in the cocoon of the 
cross breed Yinhan is recorded in Table (4) and ±1-
lustratod in Fig. (2). It was 672, 726 and 644 meters 
after feeding on the leaves of the varieties Moret-
tiana, Jaranese L. and Solvatica . It was also 773, 
738 and 572 meters after feeding on the leaves of the 
varieties Rosa di lombardia Rourni andLhu respecti-
vely. The maximum length of silk was in the cocoon of 
the larva fed on the leaves of the variety Rosa di 
locnbardia, and the minimum length of silk was in the 
cocoon of the larva fed on the leaves of the variety 
Lhu. 

The average weight of silk is clearly shown in 

Table (4) and Fig. (2). It was 0.184, 0.108 and 0.184 
gm. after feeding on the leaves of the varieties o-
rettiana , Japanese L. and Selvatica . It was also 
0.163 9  0.187 and 0.139 grn. after feeding on the lea - 
yes of the vdrieties Rosa di lonibardia Roumi and 
Lhu respectively. The heaviest weight of silk was in 
the cocoon of the larva fed on the leaves of the Va-
rdety Rourni , and the minimum weight of silk was in 
the cocoon of the larva fed on the leaves of the va- 
riety Japanese L. 

The average thickness of the seric fiber was 
2.46, 2.57 and 2.57 denier after feeding the worms on 
the leaves of the varieties Morettiana, Japanese L. 
and Selvatica. It was also 1.90 , 2.38 and 2.18 denier 
after feeding the worms on the leaves of the varie-
ties Rosa di lornbardia Rourni and Lhu respectively. 
The maximum thickness of the seric fiber was excreted 
from the larva fed on the leaves of the varieties Ja-
rarese I. and Selvatic. The minimum thickness was in 
the seric fiber secreted from the larva fed on the 
leaves of the variety Rosa di lopbardia. 

Tables (5 and 6) clearly show that there was a 
highly significant difierenoe in the average length 
and weight of the seric fiber after feeding the worms 
on the leaves of the different mulberry varieties. 



Length 	of silk Weight of silk 

(meter) (per gram) Denier 

Max. Mean Mm. Max. Mean 

(1960) 

895 672 0.090 0.310 0.164 2.46 

990 720 0.060 0.294 0.208 2.57 

1365 644 0.080 0.282 0.184 2.57 

1190 775 0.050 0.250 0.163 1.90 

735 738 0.064 0.240 0.187 2.38 

900 572 0.040 0.240 0.139 2.18 

Mu I berry 

varIety 

Morettiana 	360 

Japanese L. 330 

Selvatica 	415 

Rosa dl 

lombard I a 

Roumi 	380 

Lhu 	 340 
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TABLE 4. 

AVERAGE LENGTH , WEIGHT AND TflCKNESS OF THE SERIC FIBER OF 

THE RACE YINI-IAN, AFTER FEEDING THE LARVAE ON THE 

DIFFERENT LEAF MULBERRY VARIETIES 

TIBLE 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE REGARDING LENGTH OF SILK IN THE COCOONS 

OF THE RACE YINHAN AND FEEDING THE LARVAE ON THE DIF-

FERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Total Mean 
Source of varIation D.F. F. 

S. square S. 	square 

Varieties 5 1123255 222651.2 

Error 294 4479871 15237.1 	14.6 

Total 299 5603127 

TABLE 6. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE REGARDING WEIGHT OF SILK IN THE COCOONS 

OF THE RACE YINHANAND FEEDING IN OTHER DIFFERENT 

MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Total Mean 
Source of variation D.F. F. 

S. square S. 	square 

VarietIes 5 0.10 0.02 

Error 294 0.6 0.0002 	100.0 

Total 299 0.76 

' Significant at the 	level 0.01 
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TABLE 7. 

AVERAGE LENGTH, WEIGHT AND THICKNESS OF THE SERIC FIBER OF THE 

RACE 498. , WTER FEEDING THE LARVAE ON THE DIFFERENT 

MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Length of silk WeIght of silk 
Mulberry 

(meters) (per gram) 
Denier 

variety 
Mn. Max. Mean 8 in. Max • Mean 

(1961) 

Giazzota 421 936 633.9 0.099 0.266 0.177 2.51 

Firio 339 795 555.9 0.081 0.195 0.140 2.27 

Seivatica 400 808 612.4 0.095 0.220 0.160 2.34 

Cattaneo 424 908 671.6 0.108 0.208 0.162 2.16 

Iokuo 429 791 583.2 0.107 0.206 0.151 2.32 

Morot.tlaria 552 991 733.0 0.112 0.225 0.171 2.10 

Table (7) and Fig. (3) represent the average 
length of silk reeled from the cocoon of the race 

49 M. after feeding the worms on the leaves of dif-
ferent mulberry varieties. It was 633.9 , 555.9 and 
612.4 meters by feeding the worms on the leaves of 
the varieties Giazzola, Florio and Selvatica. It was 
also 677.6, 583.2 and 733.0 meters by feeding the 
larvae on the leaves of the varieties Cattaneo, Ko-
kuso and Morettiana réspectively.The maximum length 
of silk was obtaine* from the larvae fed on the lea-
ves of the variety Morettiana , and the minimum 
length of silk was excreted from the larva fed on 
the leaves of the variety Florio. 

The average weight of silk is recorded in Ta-
ble (7) and graphically illustrated in Fig. (3). It 
was 0.177 , 0.140 and. 0.160 gm. after feeding the 
worms on the leaves of the varieties Giazzola, Flo-
rio and Selvatica . It was also 0.162, 0.151 and 
0.171 grn. by feeding the larvae on the leaves of the 
varieties Cattaneo, Kokuso and Morettiana. The inaxi-
mum weight of silk was excreted from the larva fed 
on the leaves of the variety Giazzola, and the mini-
mum weight of silk was excreted from the larva fed 
on the leaves of the variety Florio. 

The average thickness of the seric fiber was  
2.51, 2.27 and 2.34 denier after feeding on the lea- 
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yes of the varieties Giazzola, Florio and. Selvatica. 
It was also 2.16, 2.32 and 2.10 denier by feeding on 
the leaves of the varieties Caitaneo, Kokuso and 
Morettiana respectively . The maximum thickness of 
the seric fiber was of the silk secreted from the 
larva fed on the leaves of the variety Giazzola, and 
the minimum thickness was of the larva fed on the 
leaves of the variety Morettiana. 

It is evident from Tables (8 and. 9) that the-V 
re was a highly significaht difference in the avera-
ge length and weight of silk secreted from the lar-
vae fed on the leaves of the different mulberry va-
rieties. The different mulberry leaf varieties were 
classified according to their nutritional value on 
the characters of silk length and silk weight during 
the three experimental years is clearly shown in Ta-
ble (io). 

TABLE B. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE REGARDING LENGTh OF SILK IN THE COCOONS 

OF THE RACE 49 M. AND FEEDING THE LARVAE ON THE DIF— 

FERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES 

Total Mean 
Source of variation D.F. F. 

S. square S. 	square 

Varieties 5 108752403 2175040.6 186.6 

Rrror 294 - 3422350 11641.1 

Total 299 112174753 

TABLE 9. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE REGARDING WEIGHT OF SILK IN THE COCOONS OF 

THE RACE 49 N. AND FEEDING THE LARVAE ON THE DIFFERENT 

MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES 

Total Mean 
Variations D.F. F. 

S. 	square S. square 

Varieties 5 0.04 0.008 
** 

80 

Error 294 0.04 0.0001 

Total 299 0.08 

k 
Significant at the level 0.01 



TABLE 10. 

I.IULBERRY VARIETIES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO ORDER OF MERITS 

Length of' silk 

1959 1960 1961 

'1 Rosa di Lombardla Rosa di Lombardia Morettiana 

2 Morettiana Round Cattaneo 

3 Japanese Japanese Giazzola 

4 Round Morettiana Selvatica 

5 Selvatica Selvatica Kokuso 

6 Lhu Lhu Florlo 

Weight of silk 

I Lhu Japanese Giazzola 

2 Japanese L. Roumi Morettiana 

3 Rosa di 	Lofnbardla Morettiana Cattanen 

4 Morettiana Selvatica Selvatica 

5 Selvatica Rosa di 	Lembardia Kokuso 

6 Round Lhu Florio 

RESUME 

EFFET DE L'ALIHENTATION DU VER A SOlE SUR LA TECHNOLOGIE DE LA 

F I BRE 

Plusleurs races de ver a sole furent nourries de différentes vanle-

tés de Wirier. La Iongueur des brins at le poids de la sole furent ensui-

te mesurds en vue d'aocrottre Ia production de la sole dans Ia République 

Arabe Unie. 

II ressort de cette étude qutIl y a des dIfferences signtficatives 

dens les Iongueurs rnoyennes at lea polds moyans de Ia fibre de sole des 

dlffArentos races dent les larves ont dté allmentées even des variAtes 

diffArentes de Wirier. 

Les larves Var et Yinhan qul produisi rent le krin Ic plus long 	su 

titre le plus 61ev6 furent cal les nournies de Rosa di Lombardla. Pour las 

larves 49M ce furent cellos Aleydes avec du Morettiana. 

Chez les Var nourr'is de Lhau les 0000ns furent les plus riches en 

sole ; chez les Yinhan nourris de Japanese L. les cocons furent les plus 

riches on sole. Pour les 49M les cocons les plus riches en sole furent 

ceux des larves ncurrles do Giazzola. 
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STUDIES ON THE EFFECT OF FEEDING DIFFERENT RACES 

OF THE SILK WORM WITH CERTAIN MULBERRY VARIETIES ON 

THE SILK GLANDS AND COCOON CHARACTERS 

By MM. HASSANEIN M.H. 
and. EL SHAARAWY M.F. (Egypt, U.A.R.) (*) 

INTRODUCTIOJV 

The mulberry leaves differs so greatly in their 
nutritional value to the silk wnrm Bornbjx rriori L. 

This work has been carried out in the Faculty 
of Agriculture, Ain Shams University, and. the Seri-
culture Research Dept., Ministry of Agriculture, it 
was also conducted in the Sericulture Research Sta-
tion, Padova, Italy. 

These studies were carried out to study the 
effect of feeding different races of the silk worm 
with certain mulberry varieties on the silk glands 
and the cocoon characters 

REVIEW OF 11-TTERATURE  

Bounhiol (1950) , carried out studies on the 
growth in length of silk worms fed on mulberry and 
silk worms fed 3n Succedanea . He stated that 	the 
length of silk worms exclusively fed from hatching 
on XyZo.soma or on Scorzzanera differed only by de-
tails (faster growth in length at the beginning of 
the larval life , greater retraction when rnoulting) 

(*) Mr HASSANEIN (M.H.), (Ph.D. London), Head of Plant Protection Depart- 
ment Asslout University, Assiout, and Mr EL-SHAARAWY (M.F.), 	(Ph. D. Am 

Shams), Sericulturo Research Department Ministry of Agriculture, Dokk?. 



from that of silk worms fed on mulberry at the same 
time. The final size reaohed and the general shape 
of diagrams were the same. 

Fraisse (1952 ) 	curried, out experiments on 
feeding, growth, cocoon and silk of Bombyx 7nori L., 
on the chemical and physical variations of Morus al-. 
La c020rniassa 	L. leaves . During all the time of 
growth of mulberry, leaves were taken of different 
parts for cocntaring thrn unasr their physical and 
chotnical conditions and for •  studying their value for 
the silh worm rearing. It was noted that 

1. - From the fourth to the eighth hour , the 
rapidity of evaporation of leaves which have been 
taken down was the greatest . At the beginning of 
the growth this evaporation rapidity was greater in 
the young leaves than the old leaves. With advancig 
Of the season the order was reversed. 

	

2- The top leaves have a thinner limb than 	- 
the botton ones 	to i5O-19Oi). 

3 	On an equal surface an apical leaf was al- 

	

way: lighter than the basal leaves, (12-l7mgTn to 	- 

4 -- Lo the young leaves the limb density see-
med -- s rcrich i1 s naxiaui. value at the beginning of 
the -rovt1i ; ib dec:eased afterwards, 

the course of the growth time of the 
mulberry , it was noted in the leaves an important 
decrease in the relative content of water, total ru- 
trogon , tlbuminoid nitrogen 	soluble nitrogen,P2059  
I20 	it ':-vi i- o;cd an increase ir CaO and MgO. 

6 - 	o roio between the content of alburni- 
noid and total nitrogen raised very little with the 
increso of the loaf age (075 - 0.85). 

7 - (iii the contrary the ratios of P20 5/total 
nitrogen. P0/Ca6, (total N ± P2 0 5/CaO decrease ve-
ry quickly with the leaf development). 

P705/total N (0.31-0.12). 

P2 0 5/CaC 	(1.29-0.03). 
Total N + P20c/CaO (5.37-0.26). 
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Fraisse and. Arnoux (1954),  carried out studios 
- 

	

	upon the effect of feeding on the bionietrics of the 
silk worm cocoons, he stated that 

- The average values of each of the follo-
wing characters regularly decreased as the mulberry 
leaf eaten by the silk worms was near to the ripe 
ness : weight, dimensions, surface and volume of the 
cocoon , weight of exuvia, pupa weight , weight and 
thickness of the shell. 

2 - Cocoons of the four moults worms were hea-
vier and bigger than those of the five moults worms. 

3 	Decrease of the silk richness of the co- 
coons of the late rearings. 

MA TSR IALS 

Silk worm races : 

The silk worms races used in the present study 
were the standard breeds reared in certain Meditera- 
nean and the far east countries of the world. 

During 1959  and 1960 breeding of the silk worm 
was carried out in the Sericulture section, Faculty 
of Agriculture Ain Shams University and the Sericul-
ture Department , Ministry of Agriculture , Egypt, 
U.A.R. In 1961, breeding was carried out in the Se-
riculture Experimental Station, Padova, Italy. 

The silk worm races used in these studies we- 
re 

The race Var, considered as a local race and 
was reared. in 1959. 

The cross - breed Yinhan x Huachiu was reared 
in 1960. 

The race 49 M. was reared in the rearing sea-
son of 1961 in Italy. 
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Mtdberry vartettes 

The mulberry leaves used for feeding the silk 
worm were 

1959 - 1960 

Morus alba var. Morettiana 
it 	 II 	 11  Japanese L. 
of 	 II 	 II 	Solratica 
It 	Rosa di Loahardia 
It 	 II 	 It 	Rourni 
II 	 II It 	Lhu 

1961 

Morus aTha var. Giazzola 
it 	Flori.o 
it Selvatica 

II 	 I? if 	Cattaneo 
It Kokuco 

II 	 Pt
If Morettiana 

.S 1uffocatton and drjtng of cocoons 

It is necessary to kill t':e chrysalis of the 
selected cocoon for the soric have test before its 
transformation to the mo+ 	?he sirDlost and easiest 
manner has been found to be uLiilission of the living 
cocoons to the action of heat 	For this jurpose de- 
siccator was used , t:at ccrnrrisos essen'iull:r a fan 
in the drying cham'oer in which the frock cocoons we-
re placed to naintain a ccnsta:t a21' current through 
the mass of the chrycalidas , ?bich carros away the 
producc forned dur.ag doc*ccati.on inaid end vola-
tile sub:tances and a s±.ove  for heating the air dri-
ven by the fnn Desiccation was started at a tecnpe-
rature of 50-60°C. and was carried to a (naimum of 
90-95°C. After desiccation the cocoons were kept in 
a dry storage. Longth , vr.Lh 	frosh weight and. dry 
weight of he cococns wore aotia.od. 

RE.SUL TS NO DISCUSSION 

The ei2k g1and 

The silk worm has two sorific glands or 
tries . They have three distinct parts - posters or, 
medium and anterior -- known respcctivel as the se-
cretory canal, the ieservoir and the oxc'retory ca-
rial. Each oecrcorj canal starts as elongated cylin- 
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drical, convolvuted tube whose posterior free end is 
blind. This tube runs cephalad.e dorsally alongside 
the alimentary canal from about the seventh segment 
up to the second. At this point the tube swells out 
forming a silk reservoir, which extends ventro-late-
ralto the elimentary canal and runs forward for a 
short distance,, then it blends and proceeds black-
wards again down to the sixth abdominal segment whe-
re it runs cephalade for the second time until it 
reaches the hind margin of the metatborax, the silk 
reservoir turns mesally and gradually narrows . In 
the metathorax , the narrow anterior end of the re-
servoir proceeds forwarcisas an exceretory canal. The 
two exceretory canals traverse the thorasic segments 
alongside the ventral nerve cord, converging as they 
proceed forwards, they pass through the head untill 
they reach the suboesophagal ganglion, beneath which 
they run side by side. They proceed forwardsas such 
along the medic-ventral line of the body until just 
before the organ known as the silk press (spinneret) 
there they unit with each other forming a very short 
common duct that opens into the base of the silk 
press. From the silk press extends anteriorly a nar-
row terminal duct that opens at the tip of the spin-
neret. Located inside the prérnentum is a pair of pro 
portionately large voluminous glands , the accessory 
(or Fillipp's)glands. Each accessory gland opens Se-
peratery by means of short duct into the silk duct 
of its side just before the beginning of the common 
silk duct. 

In Table (i) the data obtained clearly illus-
trated the weights of the reservoir of the silk 
gland in the mature larva after feeding on the lea-
ves of the different mulberry varieties. 

The average weight of the silk gland reservoir 
of the race Var which was reared in 1959 was  0.245, 
0.228 and 0.196 gm. after feeding on the leaves of 
the varieties Morettiana, Japanese L. and Selvatica, 
and. it was 0.153, 0.163 and 0.086 gm, after feeding 
on the leaves of the varieties Rosa di Lombard.ia, 
Roumi and Lhu respectively. 

It can be concluded from the comparison of the 
results that the average weight of the silk gland 



TABLE I. 

MEAN \EIGHT OF THE SILK GLiND RESERVOIR PER ON. IN THE MATURE LgRVA, 

AFTER FEEDING ON THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Mulberry Var (1959) '(inhan (1960) 

varieties 
Miri. Max. Mean+S.D. M i n. Max. Mean+S.D. 

Morettiana 0.172 0.308 0.245+0.066 0.286 0.384 0.340+0.026 

Japanese L. 0.155 0.324 0.228--D.066 0.258 0.374 0.330+0.035 

Selvatica 0.179 0.212 0.196+0.013 0.287 0.402 0.334+0.031 

Rosa dl 
0.112 0.22 0.153+0.035 0.190 0.318 0.237+0.033 

Lonibardia - - 
Roust 0.086 0.214 0. 63+0.026 0.146 0.246 0.213+0.028 

Lhu 0.064 0.142 0.086+0.024 0.084 0.152 0.113+0.018 

Mulberry 49 M 	(1961) 
------------------------------ 

varieties 
-----------------------------------

Mm. Max. Mean+S.D. 

Giazzla 0.493 0.821 0.505+0.011 

FIrl 0.399 0.593 0.468+0.006 

Selvatica 0.289 0.632 0.499+0.010 

Cattanco 0.437 0.666 0.528+0.006 

Kokuso 0.436 0.708 0.597+0.008 

Morettiana 0.484 0.792 0.597-1-0.008 
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reservoir of the larva fed on the leaves of the va-
riety Moret.tiana was heavier than the other varie-
ties, and the minimum weight was that of the worms 
fed on the leaves of the variety Lhu. 

The average weight of silk gland reservoir in 
the mature larva of the cross breed Yinhan was 
0.340 , 0.350  and 0.334 gm. after feeding the larva 
on the leaves of the varieties Morettiana, Japanese 
L. and Selvatica, and it was 0.237, 0.213 and 0.113 
gin, after feeding on the leaves of the varieties 
Rosa di. Lombardia, Roucni and Lhu, respectively. The 
heavier weight was that of the larva fed on the lea-
ves of the variety Uorettiana, and the minimum 
weight was of the larva fed on the leaves of the va-
riety Lhu. The average weight of the silk gland re-
servoir of the race 49 M. is clearly shown in Table 
(51) and it was 0.605 , 0.468 and 0.499  gin. after 
feeding the larva on the leaves of the varieties 
Giazzola , Florio and Selvatica. It was also 0.528, 
0.587 and 0.597 gin. after feeding the larva on the 
leaves of the varieties Cattenea, Kokuso, and Moret-
tiana respectively . The maximum weight of the silk 
gland reservoir , was that of the larva fed on the 
leaves of the variety Giazzola , and the minimum 
weight was-of the larva fed on the leaves of the va-
riety Florio. 

S7wtpe of cocoon : 

The common shape of the Bombyx mori L. cocoons 
are spherical, oval and. waisted. The cocoons of the 
cross breed Yinhan and 49 M. was of the oval type 
and the cocoons of the race Var was of the waisted 
type. 

The length and width of the cocoon varies in 
the different races and it is shown from Tables (56, 
57 and. 58) that there was a slight differences 	in 
the dimensions of the cocoon after feeding on diffe-
rent mulberry leaf varieties. 

The average length of cocoon of the race Var 
ranged from 2.96 to 3.07 ores and the maximum length 
of cocoon was that of the worms fed on the leaves of 
the variety Morettiana , and the minimum length of 
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TABLE 2. 

LENGTH AND WIDTH OF THE COCOON PER CMS OF THE RACE VAR, AFTER 
FEEDING THE LARVA ON THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Length of cocoon Width of cocoon 
Mulberry 	- 
variety I4iri. Max. Mean Win. Max. Mean 

(1959) 

Mor'ettiana 2.6 3.5 3.07 1.6 1.9 1.77 

Jdpanese L. 2.7 3.4 3.05 1.6 4.9 1.76 

Selvatica 2.6 3.5 2.99 1.6 1.9 1.79 

Rosa dl 
2.6 3.5 2.92 '1.5 4.9 1.75 

Lcsba rd I a 
Rourni 2.6 3.7 2.96 1.4 1.9 1.75 

Lhu 2.6 3.2 2.98 1.7 1.9 1.75 

TABLE 3. 

LENGTH ANIIIDTH OF THE COCOON PER CFIS OF THE RACE YINHAN, AFTER 

FEEDING THE LARVA ON THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Length of cocoon ------- Width of cocoon -----------  Mulberr- 	-------  ---------------------- 
variety Mm. Max. Mean Mm. Max. Mean 

(1960) 
Morettiana 2.6 3.9 3.10 1.6 1.9 1.75 

Japanese L. 2.3 3.9 6.23 1.4 1.9 1.71 

Selvatica 2.6 3.6 3.01 1.6 1.9 1.76 

Rosa di 
2.8 3.9 3.11 1.5 1.9 1.70 

lombardia 

Roust 2.6 3.7 3.27 1.5 1.9 1.62 

Lhu 2.8 3.6 3.17 1.5 1.9 1.77 

TABLE 4. 

LENGTH AND 'IIDTh OF THE COCOON PER ONE OF THE RACE 49 14., AFTER 

FEEDING THE LARVA ON THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF 	VARIETIES. 

Length of cocoon Width of cocoon 

Nih. Flax. Moan Win. Max. Mean 

(1961) 

Giazzolc 3.05 4.05 3.47 1.50 1.70 1,71 

PIano 2.95 3.62 3.27 1.45 1.96 1.61 

Selvatica 3.00 3.74 3.39 1.38 1.90 1.63 

Cattanea 3.00 3.84 3.33 1.45 1.87 1.65 

Kokuso 3.00 3.85 3.57 1.45 1.95 1.66 

Florettiaria 2.94 3.65 3.24 1.40 1.80 1.58 
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cocoon was of the worms fed on the leaves of the va-
riety Roumi. 

The average length of cocoon was 1.7 crns with 
a very slight differences after feeding on the lea-
ves of different mulberry varieties. 

Length of cocoon of the breed Yinhan ranged 
from 3.01 to 3.23 ems. The maximum length of c0000n 
was that of the larva fed on the leaves of the va-
riety Japanese L. and the minimum 'length of cocoon 
was of the larva fed on the leaves of the variety 
elvaica. There was also a slight differences 	in 

the average width of cocoon after feeding on the 
leaves of different mulberry varieties. 

Length of cocoon of the race 49 M. Tanged from 
3.24 to 3.47 ems after feeding on the leaves of the 
different mulberry varieties. The maximum length of 
cocoon was that of the larva fed on the leaves of 
the variety Giazzola and the minimum length of co-
coon was of the larva fed on the leaves of the va-
riety Morettiana. The width of cocoon varied from 
1.58 to 1.71 ems. The naxirrium width of cocoon 	was 
that of the larva fed on the leaves of the variety 
Giazzola, and the minimum width of cocoon was of the 
larva fed on the leaves of the variety Morettiana. 

Weight 'of cocoon 

The cocoons show continuous loss of weight from 
the time of its completion until the maturity of the 
moth , due to the respiration of the chrysalis and 
simple evaporation. This loss of weight may be con-
Tiderahle. In the process of desiccation, the weight 
of the ccicoon is reduced by about two thirds, mainly 
by elimination of water. 

The average weight of the cocoon varies accor- 
di:i 	to racial and nutritional conditions . Cocoons 
were separately weighted to determine their maximum, 
minimun and average weight. Statistical analysis of 
the standard deviation and coefficient of variation 
were also recorded. 

Ta'bles (5, 6 and 7) and Pig. (i) indicate the 
minhnum- mqximum nc3 cvcrage Neight of fresh and dry 
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TABLE 5. 

AVERAGE FRESH At' DRY WEIGHT OF COCOON OF THE RACE VAR PER GM. 
AFTER FEEDING THE LARVA ON THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Mulberry 	
Fresh weight of cocoon 	Dry weight of cocoon 

per gram 	 per gram 
variety 

Mm. Max. Mean-S.D. Mm. Max. MoaritS.D. 

(1959) 

Morettiana 1.50 2.20 1.756+0.074 0.971 0.629 0.556+0.041 
Japanese L. 1.50 	1.87 	1.652+0. 114 	0.480 	0.757 	0.625+0.061 
Selvatica 1.36 1.87 1.602~0.117 0.515 0.615 0.572+0.030 

Rosa dT 
1.31 1.58 1.927+0.083 0.425 0.543 0.479+0.031 

Lombardta 	 - 	 - 

Rouml 	1.21 1.67 1.419+0.011 0.431 0.529 0.475+0.034 
Lhu 	1.13 1.75 1.306+0.162 0.310 0.50C 0.401+0.042 

TABLE 6. 

VER.GE  FRESH AND DRY 'dEIGHT OF COCOON OF THE RACE YINHAN PER 

GM., AFTER FEEDING THE LARVA (N THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES 

Mulberry 	
Fresh weight of cocoon 	Dry weight of cocoon 

per gram 	 per gram 
variety - --------------- - - 

Mm. 	Max. 	Mean+5.D. 	14jn. 	Max. 	Meafl-4-5.D. 

(1960) 
Morettiana 1.44 '1.70 1.536+0.077 0.540 0.640 0.594+0.030 

Japanese L. 1.30 	1.79 	1.566+0.078 	0.578 	0.638 0.609+0.017 

Selvatica 1.34 1.79 1.529+0.122 0.533 0.625 0.574+0.024 

Rosa di 	
1.25 	1.50 	1.348+0.073 	0.406 	0.557 0.502+0.036 

Lombardia 	 - 	 - 

Roumi 	1.21 1.37 1.296+0.046 0.444 0.544 0.494+0.028 

Lhu 	 1.04 1.26 1.144T0.059 0.409 0.467 0.448+0.041 

TABLE 7. 

AVERAGE FRESH AND DRY WEIGHT OF COCOON OF THE RACE 49 M. PER GM., 

AFTER FEEDING THE LARVA ON THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

Fresh weight of cocoon Dry weight of cocoon 
Mulberry 

variety 
per gram per gram 

Bin. Max. Mean+S.D. Bin. Max. Mean+S.D. 

Giazzola 1.31 2.36 1.73+0.30 0.398 1.294 0.672+0.173 

Florio 1.00 2.03 1.47:0.21 0.353 0.717 0.515+0.081 

Selvatica 1.07 2.30 1.59+0.24 0.434 0.747 0.554+0.083 

Cattaneo 1.10 2.05 1.54+0.23 0.341 0.613 0.509+0.083 

Kokso 1.20 2.54 1.71+0.29 0.400 0.846 0.614+0.105 

Morettiana 1.25 2.20 1.68+0.22 0.412 0.812 0.679+0.089 
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weight of the cocoon in the different races 	after 
feeding mn the leaves of different mulberry varie- 
ties. In 1959 where the race Var was reared, the 
average fresh weight of cocoon was 1.756, 1.652 and 
1.602 gms after feeding the Larvae on the leaves of 
the varieties Morettiana, Japanese L. and Selvatica. 
It was also 1.427, 1.419 and 1.306 gms by feeding 
the worms on the leaves of the varieties Rosa di 
Lonñardia, Roumi and Lhu respectively. The heaviest 
weights of the cocoon was that of the larva fed on 
the leaves of the variety Morettiana, and the mini-
mum weight of oocon was that of the larva fed on 
the leaves 5f the variety Lhu. 

The average dry weight of cocoon of the same 
race was 0.556 , 0.625 and 0.572 gms after feeding 
on the leaves of the varieties torttiana Japanese 
L. and Selvatia. The dry weight of cocoon was also 
0.479 , 0.475 and 0.401 gms by feeding the worms on 
the leaves of the varieties Rosa di Lombardia, Rou-
mi. and. Lhu respectively. The maximum dry weight of 
the 00000n was that f the worms fed on the leaves 
of the variety Japanese L. and the minimum weight 
Lhu. 

It is also clearly shown from Table (62) that 
there is a highly significant difference in the ave-
rage dry weight of cocoons according to the feeding 
of the worms on the leaves of the different mulberry 
varieties. 

Table (6) and Fig. (i) represent the average 
fresh weight of the cocoon of the cross breed Yinhan 
after feeding on the different mulberry varieties. 
The average weight of the cocoon was 1.536, 1.566 
and 1.529  gms after feeding on the leaves of the va-
rieties Morettiana , Japanese L. and Selvatica • It 
was also 1.348, 1.296  and 1.144 gms after feeding 
on the leaves of the varieties Rosa di Locnbardia 
Roumi and Lhu respectively. 

The maximum weight of the cocoon was that of 
the larvae fed on the leaves of the variety Japanese 
L. and the minimum weight of the cocoon was of the 
worms fed on the leaves if the variety Lhu. 



It is also clearly shown from Table (62) that 
there is a highly significant difference in the ave-
rage dry weight of cocoons according to the feeding 
of the worms on the leaves of the different mulberry 
varieties. 

Table (-6) and Fig. (i) represent the average 
fresh weight of the cocoon of the cross breed Yinhan 
after feeding on the different mulberry varieties. 
The average weight of the cocoon was 1.536, 1.566 
and 1.529 gins after feeding on the leaves of the va-
rieties Morettiana , Japanese L. and Selvatica . It 
was also 1.348, 1.296 and 1.144 gins after feeding on 
the leaves of the varieties Rosa di Lombardia, Routni 
and Lhu respectively. 

The maximum weight of the cocoon was that of 
the larvae fed on the leaves of the variety Japanese 
L. and the minimum weight tf the cocoon was of the 
worms fed on the leaves of the variety Lhu. 

The average dry weight of the cocoon of the 
same race was 0.594 9  0.609 and 0.574 grns after fee-
ding on the leaves of the varieties Morettiana, Ja-
panese and Selvatica. It was also 0.502 , 0.494 and 
0.448 gins after feeding the worms on the leaves of 
the varieties Rosa di Lombardia , Roumi and. Lhu res-
pectively. 

The heaviest weight of cocoon was in accordan-
ce with the average dry weight of cocoon of the race 
Var. 

Analysis of variance regarding the effect of 
nutrition with 	the leaves of different mulberry 
varieties on the average dry weight of cocoon is 
shown in Table (8) which proved that there was a 
highly significant difference in the average dry 
weight of cocoon after feeding on the leaves of the 
different mulberry varieties. 

Table (8) and Fig. (i) represent the average 
fresh weight of the cocoon of the race 49 V. It was 
1.73 9  1.47 and 1.59 gins after feeding on the leaves 
of the varieties Giazzola, Florio, and Selvatica.It 
was also 1.54,  1.71 and 1.68 gins by feeding on the 
leaved of the varieties Cattaneo, Kokuso and Moret-
tiana respectively. The heaviest weight of fresh co- 
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T4BLE B. 

'N.LYSIS OF WRI4NCE, REG,RDING DRY WEIGHT OF THE COCOONS OF 

DIFFERENT RACES AND FEEDING THE LRV4E ON THE DIF-

FERENT MULBERRY LE1F v;RIETftS. 

Total Mean 
Source 	f variation D.F. F. 

-- S. square 5. 	square 

i. 	Race Var 	(1959) 

varieties 5 0.49 0.098 	51.6' 

Error 84 0.16 0.0019 

Total 89 0.65 

Race Yinhan 	(1960) 

varieties 5 0.1 0.062 	745 

Error 84 0.07 0.0008 

Total 89 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

0.38 

Race 49 M. (1961) 

varieties 
	 5 	1.43 	0.286 	953.0' 

Error 
	 294 	0.09 	0.0003 

Total 
	

299 	1.52 

Significal at the level 0.01 

coon was of the larva fed on the leaves of the varie-
ty Giazzola, and the minimum weight of the cocoon was 
of the larva fed on the leaves of the variety Florio. 

The average dry weight of the cocoon of the sa-
me race was 0.672, 0.505 and 0.554 gms after feeding 
on the leaves of' the varieties Giazzola , Florio and 
Selvatica. It was also 0.509, 0.614 and 0.679 gms af-
ter feeding on the leaves of the varieties Cattaneo, 
Kokuso and Morettiana. The heaviest weight of cocoon 
was of the larva fed on the leaves of the variety Mo-
rettiana, and the minimum weight of the cocoon was of 
the larva fed on the leaves of the variety Cattaneo. 
Table 62 shows also that there was a highly signifi-
cant difference in the average dry weight of the co- 
coon after feeding the larvae on the leaves of 	the 
different mulberry varieties. 



TABLE 10. 

iVER.GE WEIGHT OF COCOON CORTEX PER al. 4FTER FEEDING THE 
LARVAE ON THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

1959 	 1960 
MuI borr----------------- ___________________________________________ 
variety 	Mm. 	Max. 	Mean-S.D. 	Mm. 	Max. 	MeantS.D. 

Morettjaria 0.180 0.270 0.237+0.028 0.250 0.360 0.314+0.030 

Japanese L. 0.230 0.330 0.261+0.034 0.250 0.430 0.348+0.045 

Selvatioa 0.200 0.270 0.225+0.024 0.240 0.400 0.309+0.050 

Rosa di 
0.150 0.230 0.191+0.030 0.200 0.320 0.273+0.030 

Lombardia - 

Roumi 0.180 0.260 0.217+0.024 0.200 0.310 0.262+0.031 

Lhu 0.iOO 0.250 0.185+0.045 0.160 0.250 0.208+0.è24 

Weight of cocoon cortex 

Table (10) and Fig. (i) reflect the average 
weight of co-coon cortex of the race Var reared in 
1959 by feeding the worms on the leaves of different 
mulberry varieties. The average weight of cortex was 
0.2379  0.261 and 0.225 gins by feeding on the leaves 
of the varieties Morettiana , Japanese L. and Selva-
tica. It was alo 0.191, 0.217 and 0.185 gins by fee-
ding the worms on the leaves of the varieties Rosa 
di Loebardia, Round and Lhu respectively . The hea-
viest weight of coitox was of the larva fed on the 
leaves of the variety Japanese L. and the least 
weight of cortex was of the larva fed on the leaves 
of the variety Lhu. 

The average weight of cortex 	f the cross 
breed Yinhan reared in 1960 is shown in Table (63), 
it was 0.314 , 0.348 and 0.309 gin by feeding on the 
leaves of the varieties Morettiana, Japanese L. and 
Selvatica. It was also 0.273, 0.262 and 0.208 gin, by 
feeding on the leaves of the varieties Rosa. di Loin-
bardia, Rourni, and Lhu respectively. The minimum and 
maximum weight of cocoon cortex was in accordance 
with those reared in 1959. 
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TABLE 11. 

AVERAGE WEIGHT OF COCOON CORTEX PER GM., AFTER FEEDING THE 

LARVAE ON THE DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES 

doight of Cortex 

Mulberry variety 
Mm. 	Max. 	 Mea,+5.D. 

I 196 '1 1 

Glazzola 0.164 0.313 0.245+0.030 

Florlo 0.156 0.253 0.199+0.03 

Selvattea 0.151 0.272 0.216+0.028 

Cattanco 0.130 0.264 0.212+0.030 

Kokuso 0.191 0.282 0.204+0.031 

Morettjana 0.138 0.275 0.194+0.040 

Table (11) and Fig. (i) illustrate the avera-
ge dry weight of cocoon cortex of the race 49 L. 
reared in 1961,  as it was 0.245, 0.199 and 0:216 gm 
by feeding on the leaves of the varieties Qiazzola 
Florio and Selvatica. It was also 0.212, 6.204 and 
0.194 gin, by feeding on the leaves of the varieties 
Ca±taneo, Kokuso and LIorettiana respectively. 

The heaviest weight of the cortex was of the 
larva fed on the loaves of the variety Giazzola and 
the least weight was of the larva fed on the leaves 
of the variety Morettiana. 

Table (12 a, b, and a) showed that there was 
a highly significant difference in the average 
weight of cocoon cortex after feeding on the leaves 
of different mulberry varieties. 

The different mulberry varieties were classi-
fied according tr the average weight of cocoon coi 
tex of the different races of the silk worm Bombyx  
mori L. in Table (13). 

9 
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TABLE 12. 

ANALYSiS OF VARIANCE REGARDING WEIGHT OF COCOON CORTEX AND 
FEEDING THE LARVAE OF THE DIFFERENT RACES ON THE 

DIFFERENT MULBERRY LEAF VARIETIES. 

A. Race Var 	(1959) 
Total Mean F. Soorce of variaton D.F. S. square S. square 

VarietIes 5 0.04 0.008 
** 

8.9 

Error 54 0.05 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

0.009 

Total 59 0.09 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

8. Race 'fTnhan 	(1960) 

Varieties 5 0.24 0.048 34.3 

Error 114 0.16 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

0.0014 

Total 119 0.40 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C. Race 49 N. 	(1961) 

VarietIes 5 0.06 0.012 12.0' 

Error 294 0.30 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

0.001 

Total 299 0.36 

** Significal at the level 0.01 
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TA8LE 13. 

HULEERRY V.RIETIES CLSSlFIED CGORDING TO ORDER OF MERITS. 

Dr 	eight of cocoon 
No ------------------------ ------ 

1959 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1960 1961 

I Japanese L. Japanese L. Morottiana 

2 Selvatica Morettianã Giazzola 

3 Morettiana 5e1'Thtica Koku& 

4 Rosa dl Lombsrdia -Rosa di 	Lombardia Selvatica 

5 Roumi Roumi Florio 

6 Lhu Lhu Cattaneo 

Weight of cncnori cortex 

I Japanese L. Japanese L. Glazzola 

2 Morett.lana Horettiana Selvatica 

3 Selvatica- Selvatina Cattaneo 

4 Roumi Rosa di 	Lotabarda 6lrrlo 

5 Rosa dl Lmbardla Roumi Florio 

6 Lhu - Lhu Morettiana 

RESU1IE 	 - 

ETUDE DE LtEFFET DE L4LII1ENTATION DE DIFFERENTES RACES DE VERS 

SOlE AVEC CERTIES WRIETES DE MURIERSUR LES GLAN—

DES SERICIGENES ET LESCRACTERES I3IOWETRIQUES OU COCOON 

10 ) EFFET SUR LES GLANDES SERICIGENES 	Los tarvos mares des racme 

Var et Yinhan nourries de feullies de mCrier Morettisna furent ohserves; 

le reservoir de laura glandes séricigènes fut trouvé le plus Iourd. Pour 

Ia race 49 H cc furent les larves nourries de feullies do Giazzota qui 

eurent lea reservoirs ies plus pessnts. 

20 ) EFFET SUR LES COCONS 	Lea variations de dimensions des cocons 

des diffCrentes races étudiées furent très faibles suivant les varités 

de mOriers uti uses. 
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Polds des cocons : Les cocons secs les plus lourds des races Var x 

Yinhan furent trouvés parii ceux dont los iarves avaent 6t6,  ncuros do 

Japanese L. Pour les 49 H los cocons secs les plus lourds furent ceijx 

dont les larvos avsicntdté nourries do Morettiana. 

Polds dos coues 	Pour es races Var x Yinhan los coques les plus 

lourdes étaent cellos des vers nourris do Japanese L. Pour les 49 M ce—

es dont les vers avalent étd rourris de Giazzola. 

Dirocteur—Gdrant 	. SCHENf< 	1)p6t LgaI 	ler Trirnestr'e 1964 

rap. C.S.I. 4LES (Gard) 


